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STUDENT GOVERNMENT       ENGROLLED 1 
 2 
 3 
STUDENT SENATE 4 
F06RS 5 
SGB NO.  2 6 
BY: SENATOR HODGE 7 
A BILL 8 
TO PLACE ON THE FALL 2006 STUDENT GOVERNMENT BALLOT A REFERENDUM TO 9 
GAUGE STUDENT SUPPORT FOR THE PROPOSED FRESHMAN RESIDENCY REQUIREMENT. 10 
 11 
PARAGRAPH 1: WHEREAS, THERE IS CURRENTLY A PROPOSAL BEING CONSIDERED 12 
BY THE UNIVERSITY THAT WOULD REQUIRE ALL FRESHMAN 13 
UNDER THE AGE OF 21 WHO DO NOT RESIDE WITH THEIR 14 
PARENTS TO LIVE ON CAMPUS THEIR FIRST YEAR, AND 15 
 16 
PARAGRAPH 2: WHEREAS, THIS PROPOSAL WILL POTENTIALLY AFFECT EVERY 17 
STUDENT IN THE FUTURE WHO DESIRES TO ATTEND LSU, AND 18 
 19 
PARAGRAPH 3: WHEREAS, IT IS IMPORTANT TO GAUGE STUDENT SUPPORT FOR 20 
THIS PROPOSAL TO ENABLE THE CAMPUS ADMINISTRATION TO 21 
UNDERSTAND WHERE STUDENT OPINION IS ON THIS MATTER SO 22 
AS TO MAKE AN INFORMED DECISION REGARDING THIS PROPOSAL,  23 
AND  24 
 25 
PARAGRAPH 4: WHEREAS, THE VEHICLE FOR GAUGING STUDENT SUPPORT IS TO 26 
PLACE A REFERENDUM ON THE FALL 2006 STUDENT 27 
GOVERNMENT ELECTION BALLOT. 28 
 29 
THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE LOUISIANA 30 
STATE UNIVERSITY AND AGRICULTURAL AND 31 
MECHANICAL COLLEGE SENATE THAT THE FOLLOWING 32 
REFERENDUM BE PLACED ON THE FALL 2006 STUDENT 33 
GOVERNMENT ELECTION BALLOT: 34 
 35 
“DO YOU SUPPORT REQUIRING ALL FRESHMAN UNDER THE AGE OF 36 
21 WHO DO NOT RESIDE WITH THEIR PARENTS SUBJECT TO 37 
CERTAIN EXEMPTIONS FOR MEDICAL AND FINANCIAL REASONS TO 38 
LIVE IN ON-CAMPUS DORMOTORIES?   39 
 40 
• IN FAVOR OF  41 
• AGAINST ” 42 
 43 
PARAGRAPH 5: THIS BILL SHALL TAKE EFFECT AND THE PROPOSED REFERENDUM 44 
SHALL BE PLACED ON THE FALL 2006 STUDENT GOVERNMENT 45 
ELECTION BALLOT UPON PASSAGE BY A 2/3 (TWO-THIRDS) VOTE 46 
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ASHLEY MARTIN – SPEAKER    56 
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